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El Gouna Desert Safari Trip by jeep

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Group Every Day 8 Hours 11:15 AM

Experience the romance of an Arabian sunset on an evening tour of the desert from El Gouna. Travel
by jeep to go off-road, and swap four wheels for four legs on a short camel ride across the dunes.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Transfers from a hotel in El Gouna
to quad-bike station and back
All transfers by Jeep safari Toyota
4x4 WD
Professional Desert Safari tour
guide
Camel ride in the desert of El
Gouna
Bedouin Village Tour with Bedouin
Tea
Barbeque dinner with mineral
water and soft drinks
All service charge and taxes are
included in the price

Any Extras not mentioned in the
itinerary
Tipping

Itinerary:

Marsaalamtours offers you El Gouna Super Desert Safari Excursions to enjoy an adventurous
experience across the desert.Enjoy Desert Safari excursions in El Gouna by Jeep,Make a
camel ride. with Barbeque dinner and soft drinks.
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 Days Table

First Day :Desert Super Safari Tour From El Gouna

Marsaalamtours representative will pick you up from your hotel in
El Gouna by Jeep El Gouna Sunset Desert Safari4X4, and then
you will be transferred to the eastern Egyptian desert, to live the
life of the Bedouin people and explore their traditions. You will be
served a cup of tea and offered a shisha (water-pipe) to smoke in
the traditional manner. Visit the Bedouin bakery and a pharmacy to
discover how the nomads make natural medicines and cosmetics.
There will also be a selection of handcrafted items that you can
purchase as gifts or souvenirs. The Camel Riding tour in the
desert offers a natural adventure through the amazing painted
deserts you have ever seen. Next, enjoy an Egyptian barbecue
dinner, served while an enjoyable folkloric presentation takes
place. Get back in your jeep to drive back to El Gouna under the
starlit sky.
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Price:

  ($) 40 

  ( €) 38  

  (£) 35  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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